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ABSTRACT

The stimulated Brilluoin scattering of electromagnetic waves in a homogeneous, unmag-
nctized and coflisionless dusty plasma has been investigated theoretically. The Vlasov equation has
been solved perturbatively to And the nonlinear response of the plasma particles. The presence of
the dust particles introduces a background inhomogeneous electric field which significantly influ-
ences the dispersive properties of the plasma. At the ion acoustic branch we find the usual scattering
slightly modified by the charged dust grains. However, at the frequency lower than the ion acous-
tic branch we find a new mode of the plasma arising from the oscillations of the ions in the static
structure of the dust distribution. This low frequency branch causes enhanced stimulated Brillouin
scattering of electromagnetic waves in a dusty plasma.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There has been much interest in a dusty plasma in recent yean. The micron or sub-

micron size massive grains in dusty plasmas are usually charged negatively by plasma

currents, field emission, ultraviolet ray irradiation, photoionization, or absorption of

charged particles, etc.1"' Dusty plasmas are finding growing interest in the studies of

space environment, esteroid zones, planetary rings, cometary tails, protostars, supernova

remnants, as well as in the earth's ionosphere.'"* Due to the presence of the heavily

charged and massive dust particles, the interaction between the dusty plasma and exter-

nally applied electric and magnetic fields is considerably modified from the usual plasma

properties.10""

In this paper we study the nonlinear interaction of an external electromagnetic pump

wave, low frequency electrostatic plasma modes, and scattered electromagnetic radiation,

that is, the stimulated Brillouin scattering11 in the dusty plasma. We consider a simple

picture of the dusty plasma that all the dust grains have the same size, mass, and they

are replaced by point sources of electrostatic potential &,(r_).

In Sec. II we solve the Vlasov equation to find the nonlinear response of electrons

and ions in the dusty plasma where the static and massive charged dust grains are

randomly situated with a finite correlation having correlation length comparable to the

wavelengths of the waves of interest. The nonlinear density fluctuation associated with

the low frequency electrostatic mode and the current density at the scattered sideband

frequency are derived analytically in the same section. In Sec.Ill the nonlinear dispersion

relation of the low frequency perturbation mode is obtained. The growth rates of the

stimulated Brillouin scattering in the absence or presence of damping of the waves are

presented in the same section. Finally, a brief discussion of the results is given in the last

section.



2 KINETIC ANALYSIS FOR NONLINEAR
RESPONSE OF ELECTRONS AND IONS IN A
DUSTY PLASMA

We consider the propagation of a linearly polarized electromagnetic radiation (&, || £) in

a homogeneous, unmagnetized, and collisionless dusty plasma with random distribution

of highly charged (Zt = 0s - 10*) and massive (i.e., immobile) dust grains

£.

k. =

*£;«cp[-t(w.*-M)] ,

(1)

where ur, and fc0 are the angular frequency and wavenumber of the incident radiation,

and wp, = (4ir«1nM/mt)
1/' is the electron plasma frequency; —e, m,,nl)t, and c being the

electronic charge, mass, equilibrium number density of electrons, and the velocity of light

in a vacuum, respectively. The charged grains are considered to be so massive (m, > mi)

that we consider the dynamics of electrons and ions in the background of the immobile

grains. The equilibrium, thus consists of charged dust particles, ions, and electrons which

satisfy the overall charge neutrality condition

a

where qa,nea, and Q,Nt are the charge and number density of electrons /ions and those

of the dust grains, respectively. The stationary and randomly oriented dust particles give

rise to a background electrostatic field which can be characterized by a potential function

4>c,(r), The average potential due to the dust grains can be given by*

1 = 1, (3)

where AD is the plasma Debye length and r0 is the average distance between the grains.

We consider the situation where r, > XD and tio <. Tt.

We now consider the presense of a low frequency electrostatic mode (u, £) in the dusty

plasma. On account of the nonlinear interaction of the pump wave (wo,AJ and this per-

turbation mode{w,&), an electromagnetic scattered sideband will be generated^!,i,-,^ —

hi-u)oiki = k—kn)- Both the scattered sideband and the low frequency electrostatic mode

will grow at the expense of the energy from the pump wave and this three-wave para-

metric instability is known as the stimulated Brillouin scattering. The upper sideband

(b> + u,) is neglected as it is considered to be off resonant.11

Since the dust grains have potential < ,̂(t) with a finite correlation having correlation

length comparable to the wavelengths of the waves involved, the motion of the plasma

electrons and ions are described by the nonlinear Vl&sov equation

where the superscript T denotes total quantity involved. We decompose / J as

Si = £, + /« + /ta + L, (S)

where f<,a,fiai and /„ are the distribution functions of the dusty plasma corresponding

to the pump wave, scattered sideband, and the low frequency electrostatic mode, respec-

tively. The unperturbed equilibrium distribution function, f°a in the stationary dusty

plasma is given by11

(6)

where the normalization factor is contained in FM = [n<,a/iry/irVl\tt) exp(—u'/V,*,,), Vi^ =

(2Ta/ma)
1^I,ua = qa$<,,Ta is the temperature of electrons/ions in energy units, and the

prime on Faa denotes derivative with respect to („ = mav
2/2. In Eq.(6) the random

statistical function, <J(I) denned by qa4>a(T.) = iiao(z) is characterized by a correlation

function

5(1 t - r ' I) =<o(r)a(r!)> (7)



where the bracket <> denote ensemble average.14 The spectral density of the correlations

is given by

S(k) = <l/2*)3 / B(t) exp(»* • t)d\ (8)

so that

(9)

Using Eq.(5) in (4) and carrying out the usual Fourier-Lap]ace transformation in the

perturbation method", we obtain the linear distribution functions corresponding to the

three waves as

" ~ { T

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Substituting Eqs.(ll) and (12) in Eq.(4) we obtain the nonlinear distribution function,

fNL for the low frequency electrostatic mode due to the beating of the high frequency

electromagnetic pump and the scattered sideband

, -id £ . - £

{ - h. •
j t ) .

where we have neglected the response of ions in the high frequency waves. Integrating

S

over the velocity space we obtain the nonlinear density perturbation due to the beating

of the pump and the sideband as

f* — (15)

Using the linear response, Eqs,(lO-12) we obtain the nonlinear current density at the high

frequency scattered sideband aa

(w-i-Jt)1

,
(«-*•«)»

t. • m)k,

fe-g:
(w-i

(16)

where <7a = 1 - | j - |ij and the asterisk (*) denotes complex conjugate of the quantity

involved.

To evaluate the integrals in Eq.(l6) we assume a model Gaussian distribution for the

correlation function"

where qa is the correlation length for the static dust grains in the plasma. Thus, consid-

ering the motion bf electrons only the current density reduces to yield

: f c. , (18)

The current density at the high frequency sideband due to the motion of ions can be
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neglected as it is seen to be smaller by a factor [m,/rrii) than that due to the motion of

ions.

3 NONLINEAR DISPERSION RELATION AND
GROWTH RATES

Substituting Eq.(l5) in the Poisson's equation and Eq.(18) in the wave equation for the

scattered sideband we obtain two coupled equations

*IC',E. \k,ElM fci,gi,1

*fc [VX
MJC.«J

(19)

(20)

where [lx = (k\ - wfa/c^l - Ai;£ being the unit tensor of rank two. Eliminating

$ between Eqs.(l9) and (20) we obtain the nonlinear dispersion relation for the low

frequency electrostatic mode as

«(".*) = (21)

where t(w, k) is the low frequency dielectric function of the dusty plasma, and the coupling

constant n and the determinant of the dispersion tensor for the scattered sideband are

given by

e*u,j.ClEaE:P <£

112,1 = -^t**-^)1 .

Following references" the growth rate, i0 °f the three-wave parametric instability, in

absence of the damping, is given by

(25)

where the subscript A denotes real part of the quantity involved. In the presence of

the damping of the low frequency electrostatic mode and ignoring the damping of the

high frequency scattered sideband, the overall growth rate of the stimulated Brillouin

scattering is given by

^ / (26)

Let us now find the linear dielectric function e(ui,i) due to the low frequency elec-

trostatic mode in the dusty plasma. Substituting /^(w,*) from Eq.(10) in Poisson's

equation and following Angelis et al.11 we can write

(27)

where

/ (w-iii)V-(i-j)'
(30)

We now solve Eq.(27) in the low frequency range and consider two limits (i) kVlhi < w <

JtVin, and (ii) w < fcV,w.

(i) On carrying out the integration with Gaussian correlation function for S, given by

Eq.(17), the linear dielectric function for the low frequency mode in the limit kVM <

w < fcl<W is given by



(31)

where Z[k/qa) is the usual plasma dispersion function, na = qa&a/Ta, \\,a = TajAitq\n,,a,

and

" =f *
u =

exp

exp (32)

Neglecting jij and tf and solving £« = 0 where ig is the real part of t, we obtain

(33)

where ReZ represents the real part of Z,C, = (2T,/m,)*'J is the ion sound speed in the

plasma, and n^ > n0< for a dusty plasma.1' This is the usual ion acoustic branch of the

low frequency mode modified by the dust electrostatic potential, and the nonneutrality

of the dusty plasma. The linear damping rate of this ion acoustic mode in the dusty

plasma is given by

"IL =

(34)

where

(35)

The growth rate, ie of the stimulated Brillouin scattering off this modified ion acoustic

branch is given by
-V> \V-./V*L.\*Ul*l.ll?PV~tVa»

where | V"M |= cEv/m,u,.

(ii) For the second case, uf <£ AV^M, the linear dielectric function of the dusty plasma

becomes

€(w,k) = (37)

where

(38)

e / = -

(39)

It is noted that the resonant contribution to the dielectric function comes from the ion

terms in Xi"1 and x"" where w =s (fc — <f||)wj|. Solving (ft = 0 in the limit (t,,Hi <£ 1 we

get

This is a new mode in the dusty plasma having frequency much less than that of the

usual ion acoustic branch.
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The linear damping rate of this ultralow frequency mode is given by

where tL is given by Eq.(37) and

(41)

\ (42)

Hence, the normalized undamped growth rate of the stimulated Brillouin scattering off

this extreme low frequency mode is given by

i vjv*. r vice' (43)

Since ft < l a comparison of Eqs.(36) and (43) yields that the growth rate of the

stimulated Brillouin scattering of electromagnetic waves off the low frequency branch (a

new mode) is much higher that that of the usual ion acoustic branch in a dusty plasma.

4 DISCUSSION

We have investigated the nonlinear stimulated scattering of electromagnetic waves from

the low frequency electrostatic modes in art unmagnetized and coilisionless dusty plasma.

The background inhomogeneous electric potential created by the highly charged and

randomly oriented massive dust grains has significant effects on the low frequency elec-

trostatic modes and nonlinear scattering of electromagnetic waves off these modes. We

find, other than the usual ion acoustic mode, a new longitudinal mode below the ion

thermal motion due to the motion of ions in the background electric field created by the

dust grains. The normalized growth rate of the stimulated Brillouin scattering of elec-

tromagnetic waves off this low frequency branch is much higher than that off the usual

ion acoustic branch in a dusty plasma. This nonlinear scattering could play a vital role

in explaining the bright flash of light (noctilucent cloud) often seen on the night sky of

the north pole of the earth during the summer season.
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